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Bibliography
It was thought, at the outset, that the inclusion of Dr. Suzuki’s 
complete bibliography would be appropriate in this Memorial Issue. 
What we did not fully realize then, however, was just how formidable 
a task this was. Materials written and long since buried away are still 
in the process of being uncovered. These are presently being col­
lected for the purpose of publishing The Complete Writings of Daisetz 
T. Suzuki. We must, therefore, be content at this time to restricting 
ourselves only to all those titles which have appeared in a book or 
booklet form, and leave the publication of a more exhaustive biblio­
graphy for a future date. (Ed.)
1895 ($F£0iS la Butsuda no fukuin
[The Gospel of Buddha]
A Japanese translation of The Gospel of Buddha 
by Paul Carus. Tokyo: Morie Shoten, 1895.
1896 Shin shaky o-ron
[A New Interpretation of Religion] 
Kyoto: BaiyO Shoin, 1896.
1898 Lao-Tze's Tao-Teh King
Translated in collaboration with Paul Carus.
Chicago: The Open Court Publishing Co., 1898. 
1900 Seiza no susume
[An Invitation to Zazen]
Written in collaboration with Shaku Sdyen. Tokyo: 
Kdyfl-kan, 1900.
Apuaghosha's Discourse on the Awakening of Faith 
in the Mahayana
A translation from the Chinese. Chicago: The Open 
Court Publishing Company, 1900.
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1906 Amidabutsu
A translation of Amitabha by Paul Cams. Tokyo: 
Heigo-sha, 1906.
Sermons of a Buddhist Abbot
Translated from the Japanese MS of Shaku SOyen. 
Chicago: The Open Court Publishing Company, 
1906.
T*ai-Shang Kan-Ying P*ien
Translated in collaboration with Paul Cams. Chi­
cago: The Open Court Publishing Company, 1906. 
Yin Chin Wen
Translated in collaboration with Paul Cams. Chi­
cago: The Open Court Publishing Company, 1906.
1907 Outlines of Mahayana Buddhism
London: Luzac and Company, 1907; Chicago: The 
Open Court Publishing Company, 1908; New York: 
Schocken Books Inc., 1963.
1910 Tengai to jigoku
[Heaven and Hell]
A Japanese translation of Heaven and Hell by 
Emanuel Swedenborg. London: The Swedenborg 
Society, 1910; Tokyo: YQraku-sha, 1910.
1911 The Life of the Shonin Shinran
Translated in collaboration with Gessho Sasaki. 
Tokyo: The Buddhist Text Translation Society, 
1911.
1913 Z £ * 7 4-'/U/ Suwedenborugu
[Swedenborg]
Tokyo: Heigo-sha, 1913.
IWMCE Zengaku taiyo
[Outlines of Zen]
Tokyo: KOyu-kan, 1913.
1914 iz-y- iz A £ Shin eresaremu to sono
kyOsetsu
[New Jerusalem and Its Doctrine]
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A Japanese translation of The New Jerusalem by 
Emanuel Swedenborg. London: The Swedenborg 
Society, 1912; Tokyo: Heigo-sha, 1914.
h WS Shin-chi to shin-ai
[Divine Wisdom and Divine Love]
A Japanese translation of The Divine Love and the 
Divine Wisdom by Emanuel Swedenborg. London: 
The Swedenborg Society, 1912; Tokyo: Heigo-sha, 
1914.
Zen no dai-ichigi
[Essence of Zen]
Tokyo: Meiji Shoin, 1914; Heigo-sha, 1934, 1963 
Series, pp. 359-476).
A Brief History of Early Chinese Philosophy 
London: Probsthain & Co., 1914.
1915 Kojo no tettsui
[The Incomparable Iron Hammer] 
Tokyo: K<5sei-kan Shoten, 1915. 
Shinryo-ron
[The Divine Providence]
A Japanese translation of The Divine Providence by 
Emanuel Swedenborg. London: The Swedenborg 
Society, 1912; Tokyo: Heigo-sha, 1915.
1916 no kenkya
[Studies in Zen]
Tokyo: Heigo-sha, 1916; Meiji Shoin, 1934.
WOIZWjD* 6 Zew no tachiba kora 
[From the Standpoint of Zen] 
Tokyo: KdyQ-kan, 1916.
1921-
1939 The Eastern Buddhist (May ’21-July ’39)
A quarterly magazine devoted to the exposition of 
Mahayana Buddhism. Kyoto: Eastern Buddhist 
Publishing Society.
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1925 TalST’Jffl Hyaku sha sen-setsu
[Hundred Uglinesses]
Kyoto: ChGgai Shuppan-sha, 1925.
1927 S® • W Zuihitsu: Zen
[Zen: Short Essays]
Tokyo: Daiyu-kaku, 1927.
Essays in Zen Buddhism, First Series
London: Luzac and Company, 1927: Rider and 
Company, 1949, 1958; New York: Harper & Bro­
thers, 1949; Grove Press, Inc., 1961.
1930 Studies in the Lankavatara Sutra
London: George Routledge & Son, Ltd., 1930,1958. 
X. Shokyd keiken ni tsykite
[On Religious Experience]
Coauthor with Daiei Kaneko. Tokyo: HakudO-sha, 
1930.
W L Zen to wa nanzoya
[What is Zen?]
Tokyo: DaiyQ-kaku, 1930; DaizO Shuppan-sha, 1946 
(Retitled Zen to wa nanika); Sogen-sha, 1953; 
Kadokawa Shobd, 1954; Shunjfisha, 1962.
1932 The Lankavatara Sutra
A translation from the original Sanskrit. London: 
George Routledge & Sons, Ltd., 1932, 1957.
Tonko shutsudo Kataku Jinne zenji goroku
A facsimile reproduction of the Tun-huang MS of 
“The Sayings of Zen Master Jinne.” Private Circu­
lation.
1933 Essays in Zen Buddhism, Second Series
London: Luzac and Company, 1933; Rider and 
Company, 1950, 1958.
An Index to the Lankavatara Sutra
With the Chinese and Tibetan equivalents. Kyoto: 
The Eastern Buddhist Society, 1933.
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1934
Koshc-ji bon Rokuso dangyo
A facsimile reproduction of the KOshO-ji edition of 
Sixth Patriarch’s “Platform Sutra.” With commen­
tary. Private Circulation.
Essays in Zen Buddhism, Third Series
London: Luzac and Company, 1934; Rider and 
Company, 1953, 1958.
An Introduction to Zen Buddhism
Kyoto: The Eastern Buddhist Society, 1934; Lon­
don: Rider and Company, 1948; Arrow Books Ltd.,
1959.
The Training of the Zen Buddhist Monk
Kyoto: The Eastern Buddhist Society, 1934; New 
York: University Books, 1959.
An Index to the Lankavatara Sutra 
Sanskrit-Chinese-Tibetan, Chinese-Sanskrit, and 
Tibetan-Sanskrit. Second, revised and enlarged 
edition. Kyoto: The Sanskrit Buddhist Texts Pub­
lishing Society, 1934.
The Gandavyuha Sutra (Four Parts)
Critically edited with H. Idzumi. Kyoto: The San­
skrit Buddhist Text Publishing Society, 1934-36.
Tonko shutsudo Kataku Jinne zenji goroku
Tonko shutsudo Rokuso dangyd 
KOshd-ji bon Rokuso dangyo 
Tun-huang MSS of “The Sayings of Jinne” and 
Sixth Patriarch’s “Platform Sutra,” KdshO-ji edition 
of the “Platform Sutra” critically edited and an­
notated in collaboration with RentarO Koda. Tokyo: 
Morie Shoten, 1934.
Shina bukkyo inshoki 
[Impressions of Chinese Buddhism] 
Tokyo: Morie Shoten, 1934.
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1935 Manual of Zen Buddhism
Kyoto: The Eastern Buddhist Society, 1935; Lon 
don: Rider and Company, 1950, 1956; New York: 
Grove Press Inc., 1960.
Godi-zen
[Zen Enlightenment]
Tokyo: DaiyO-kaku, 1935.
Shdshitsu Issho
A facsimile reproduction of the Tun-huang MS as­
cribed to Bodhidharma. Private Circulation.
W h H Zen to nihonjin no Jushitsu
[Zen and Japanese Characteristics] 
Tokyo: Nihon Bunka KyOkai, 1935.
1936 Buddhist Philosophy and Its Effects on the Life and
Thought of the Japanese People
Tokyo: Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, 1936; Revised 
and enlarged edition entitled Buddhism in the Life 
and Thought of Japan, London: The Buddhist 
Lodge, 1937.
Kohan shdshitsu issho oyobi kaisetsu
Manuscripts ascribed to Bodhidharma and others 
critically edited and annotated in Japanese. Osaka: 
Ataka BukkyO Bunko, 1936.
1937 /J?L *&< Sukoshi “ShakyS" o toku
[Talks on Religion]
Tokyo: KdyQ-kan, 1937.
1938 Zen Buddhism and Its Influence on Japanese Culture
Kyoto: The Eastern Buddhist Society, 1938.
WoSMB Zen no shomondai
[The Problems of Zen]
Tokyo: DaitO Shuppan-sha, 1938,1941; Shunjflsha, 
1956, 1961.
Japanese Buddhism
Tokyo: Board of Tourist Industry, 1938.
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1939 h £ i. Mushin to yukoto
[On “No-mind”]
Tokyo: DaitO Shuppan-sha, 1939; SOgen-sha, 1951; 
Shunjusha, 1952, 1961; Kadokawa Shoten, 1955; 
Heibon-sha, 1960 Series, pp. 193-
337).
1940 Zendo no kydiku
[Training in the Zen Monastery]
Tokyo: Sanyu-sha, 1940.
Inshu Sokeizan Rokuso-shi 
dangyo
The Daijd-ji edition of Sixth Patriarch’s “Platform 
Sutra” critically edited and annotated. With an 
index. Kyoto: Bonbun Butten KankO-kai, 1940; 
Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1942.
Bankei no fusho zen
[Bankei on the “Unborn”]
Tokyo: KobundO, 1940; Shunjusha, 1952, 1961.
1941 Zen e no michi
[The Way to Zen]
Tokyo: Yuzankaku, 1941.
£ ft0^7 Zew no mikata to okonai kata 
[Zen View and Zen Practice]
Tokyo: Daitd Shuppansha, 1941; Shunjdsha, 1962 
(Retitled Zen no mikata, zen no shugyd).
Zen ?nondo to satori
[Zen “Question and Answer” and Enlightenment] 
Tokyo: Kondo Shoten, 1941; Shunjusha, 1952, 
1960, 1961.
-WOO Ichi shinjit su no sekai
[The World of the Absolute]
Tokyo: KondO Shoten, 1941; Shunjusha, 1952,1960 
(Retitled Zen no sekai), 1961.
Bankei zenji goroku
[Sayings of Bankei]
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Edited and annotated. Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 
1941.
Bukkyd no kakushin
[The Heart of Buddhism] 
Kyoto: Kendo Shorn, 1941.
1942 Jedo-kei shisd-ron
[Studies in the Pure Land Thought] 
Kyoto: HOzOkan, 1942; Tokyo: ShunjUsha, 1954, 
1961.
Tdyd-teki ichi
[The Oriental “One”] 
Tokyo: DaitO Shuppan-sha, 1942.
Bankei zen no kenkyu
[Studies on Bankei’s Zen]
Edited in collaboration with Shokin Furuta. Tokyo: 
SankibO Bussho-rin, 1942.
(±T-»
Bukkwa hekigan hakwan gekisetsu
Collection of critical examinations of 100 Zen 
“cases.” 13th century MSS. Critically edited and 
annotated. In two volumes. Tokyo: Iwanami Sho­
ten, 1942.
1943 jJCft Bunka to shukyo
[Culture and Religion]
Nagoya: ShindO Kaikan, 1943; Tokyo: Shimizu 
Shoten, 1947; ShunjOsha, 1953, 1961.
—Ichi zensha no shtsaku
[The Thought of a Zen Buddhist]
Tokyo: IchijO shobo, 1943; Sdgen-sha (Vol. 14, 
Gendai zuihitsu zenshu Series), 1954.
Jt Shukyo keiken no jijitsu
[Facts of Religious Experience]
Tokyo: DaitO Shuppan-sha, 1943; ShunjOsha, 1952, 
1961.
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WSi® Zen shiso-shi kenkyu, 1
[Studies in the History of Zen Thought, Vol. I] 
Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1943.
Zen no Shisd
[A Glimpse into Zen Thought] 
Tokyo: Nihon HyOron-sha, 1943; Shimizu Shoten, 
1948; ShunjOsha, 1952, 1960, 1961.
Zen hyaku-dai
[One Hundred Short Articles on Zen] 
Tokyo: DaitO Shuppan-sha, 1943; Shunjusha, 1953,
1960, 1961.
ft ££ W SB & Bankei zenji seppo 
[Sermons of Bankei]
Edited in collaboration with Shokin Furuta. Tokyo: 
DaitO Shuppan-sha, 1943.
Bassui zenji hogo
[Sermons of Bassui] 
Critically edited in collaboration with Shokin 
Furuta. Private Circulation.
1944 Nihonteki reisei
[Japanese Spirituality]
Tokyo: DaitO Shuppan-sha, 1944; Shunjusha, 1952,
1961.
Daito hyaku-nijussoku
[One Hundred and Twenty “Cases” by DaitO] 
Text critically edited. Tokyo: DaitO Shuppan-sha, 
1944.
Gettan osho hogo 
[Sermons of Gettan] 
Edited in collaboration with Shokin Furuta. Tokyo: 
DaitO Shuppan-sha, 1944.
1945 Zekkzvanron
[An Essay on Transcendental Insights] 
Edited in collaboration with Shokin Furuta. Tokyo: 
KobundO, 1945.
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1946
1947
The Cultural East (Journal)
Joint editor with R. H. Blyth. Discontinued after 
two issues, July ’46 and August ’47. Kitakamakura: 
The Culture of the East Society.
H Reisei-teki nihon no kensetsu
[The Building up of Spiritual Japan]
Tokyo: Daitd Shuppan-sha, 1946; Shunjusha, 1953, 
1961.
0 &9t Nihon-teki reisei-teki jikaku
[The Awakening of Japanese Spirituality]
Kyoto: Otani Kydgaku KenkyQ-sho, 1946.
Imagita Kosen
[A Biography of Imagita KOsen]
Tokyo: Yuzan-kaku, 1946; Shunjusha, 1963.
O V' X Shukyd ni Lsuite
[On Religion]
A round-table talk with R. Mutai, K. Yanagida. 
Tokyo: DaitO Shuppan-sha, 1946.
IC I' X Shakyo-teki shin ni tsuite
[On Religious Faith]
A round-table talk with S. Ono, R. Mutai, T. Shimo- 
mura. Tokyo: DaitO Shuppan-sha, 1946.
The Essence of Buddhism
Translated by the author from the Imperial Lec­
tures, Bukkyo no tai-i, London: The Buddhist So­
ciety, 1947. Enlarged and revised edition, 1947, 
1957; Kyoto: HdzOkan, 1948.
Bukkyo no tai-i
[Essence of Buddhism]
Kyoto: Hdzdkan, 1947; Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1952, 
1961.
Nihon no reisei-ka
[Spiritualizing Japan]
Kyoto: Hdzdkan, 1947; Tokyo: Tenchi-sha, 1948.
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1948
h W Shinpi shugi to zen
[Mysticism and Zen]
Tokyo: TaishO-sha, 1947.
Jishu-teki m kangaeru
[Self-Reliance]
Tokyo: HidakaShobO, 1947; ShunjUsha, 1952,1961. 
Shukyo to seikatsu
[Religion and Daily Life]
Tokyo: DaizO Shuppan-sha, 1947; ShunjQsha, 1953, 
1961.
A Myfikfinin
[The Wondrously Excellent Ones]
Kyoto: Otani Shuppan-sha, 1943; Tokyo: Shunja- 
sha, 1852, 1961.
Toyo to seiyd
[East and West]
Tokyo: Tori Shoin, 1948; ShunjUsha (Retitled
Shukyo-ron zoku-shu), 1954, 1961.
£ jfi ftA Shukyo to kindai-jin
[Religion and Modern Man]
Tokyo: Tdri Shoin, 1948; ShunjGsha (Retitled
Shukyo-ron zoku-shu), 1954, 1961.
jff—Zen issatsu
[Titbits of Zen]
Tokyo: RyOgin-sha, 1948; Shunjusha, 1953, 1961.
SjCffc k. Xft Shukyo to bunka
[Religion and Culture]
Kyoto: BukkyO Bunka KyOkai, 1948.
Seinen ni atau
[Dedicated to the Youth]
Tokyo: KobundO, 1948; Shunjusha, 1952, 1961.
Roankyd
[On the “Donkey’s Saddle”]
Work by ShOsan Suzuki, critically edited and an­
notated. Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1948.
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Kagaku to shukyd
[Science and Religion]
A round-table talk with Y. Nishina, T. Shimomura, 
K. Nishitani. Tokyo: KobundO (Atene Bunko 25), 
1948.
1949 The Zen Doctrine of No-Mind
London: Rider and Company, 1949.
Living by Zen
Tokyo: Sanseido, 1949; London: Rider and Com­
pany, 1950.
A Miscellany on the Shin Teaching of Buddhism 
Kyoto: Higashi-hongwanji, 1949.
h 9 Bukkyo to kirisutokyd
[Buddhism and Christianity] 
Kyoto: Hdzdkan, 1949; Tokyo: Shunjusha (See 
under Shukyd-ronshu), 1952, 1961.
Rinzai no kihon shisd
[The Fundamental Thought of Rinzai] 
Tokyo: ChQOkOron-sha, 1949; Shunjusha, 1953, 
1961.
1951 Zen shisd-shi kenkyu, II
[Studies in the History of Zen Thought, Vol. II] 
Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1951.
1954 1 th x. Z M Yomigaeru toyo
[The Revival of the “East”] 
Tokyo: Yomiuri-shimbun-sha, 1954.
Shukyd
[Religion]
Edited papers by contemporary authors on various 
world religions. Tokyo: Mainichi Shimbun-sha, 
1954.
1955 Studies in Zen
London: Rider and Company, 1955; New York: 
Philosophical Library, 1955.
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1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
Zen Buddhism
Selected writings of D. T. Suzuki edited by William 
Barrett. New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 
1956.
Mysticism: Christian and Buddhist
New York: Harper & Brothers, 1957; Collier Books, 
1962; London: Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1957.
Zen and Japanese Buddhism
Revised and enlarged edition of Japanese Buddhism 
(1938). Tokyo: Japan Travel Bureau, 1958.
zhffc Shukyd to gendai seikatsu
[Religion and Modem Life]
Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1958, 1961.
Zen and Japanese Culture
Revised and enlarged edition of Zen and Its Influ­
ence on Japanese Culture (1937). New York: Pan­
theon Books, Inc., 1959; London: Routledge and 
Kegan Paul, 1959.
Suzuki Daisetsushu
Selected writings of D. T. Suzuki edited by RyOmin 
Akizuki. Tokyo: Nihon Shobd (Vol. 29, Gendai 
chisei zenshu Series), 1959.
Zen Buddhism and Psychoanalysis
In collaboration with Erich Fromm and Richard
DeMartino. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1960. 
The Sengai Calendar 1960-67
Translation with commentary on the ink-drawings 
of Zen Master Sengai. Tokyo: Idemitsu KOsan, Co., 
Ltd.
Catalogue to the Sengai Exhibition (Nov. ’61-Jul. ’64) 
Tokyo: Kokusai Bunka Shinkdkai, 1961.
The Essentials of Zen Buddhism
Selected writings of D. T. Suzuki edited by Bernard 
Phillips. New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 1962.
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1963 Toy&teki na mikaia
[The Oriental Outlook] 
Tokyo: Shunjflsha, 1963.
1964 Jsshu zenji goroku
[Sayings of JOsha]
The original Chinese text critically edited and an­
notated in Japanese. In collaboration with Ryttmin 
Akizuki. Kamakura: Matsugaoka Bunko, 1964. 
Shinran no sekai
[The World of Shinran]
Coauthor with RyOjin Soga, Daiei Kaneko, Keiji 
Nishitani. Kyoto: Higashi Hongwanji Shuppan-bu, 
1964.
1965 Toyd no kokoro 
[The Oriental Mind] 
Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1965.
1966 Daisetsu tsurezure-gusa 
[Gleanings from Daisetz]
Tokyo: Yomiuri-shimbun-sha, 1966.
1967 Ningen ikani iku bekika 
[How Ought We to Live?]
Records of conversation with Kdson Fukuda, E. O. 
Reischauer, H. Dumoulin, et al. Tokyo: Shakai 
Shis6-sha, 1967.
Myokonin Asahara Saichi-shu 
[Collection of Verses by Saichi] 
Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1967,
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